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GOD’S GRACE IS SEEN THROUGH THE SCORN OF THE CROSS 

Part IV of IV 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 From Jesus’ youth, indeed even from His birth, the cross cast its shadow ahead 

of Him. His obedience to God, His death on the cross, His resurrection and His mission 

of grace were central to His purpose. The early church recognized this and made it their 

paramount message both to the Jewish world and the pagan world. Yet, questions have 

arisen. Do Christians today, for the sake of the cross “count the world but loss,” and 

“boast in it alone,” and “sacrifice” everything for that message? Can the Christian faith 

be accurately summed up as “the faith of Christ crucified?” What are the grounds for this 

concentration on the cross of Christ? 

 

 The cross reveals to us the true nature of human sin and the depth of divine 

grace. Leon Morris said of grace, “Grace is given freely, which means, in the manner of a 

gift. It is not earned, we receive it as we receive gifts”
1
 MacArthur wrote: “That gift of 

grace cost God the suffering and death of His Son on the cross, so that, for the believer, 

there is nothing left to pay.”
2
 Therefore, the value of one’s faith is not to be found in 

itself, but entirely and exclusively in the object, namely Jesus Christ and Him crucified. 

Gayle Erwin wrote, 

 

“We would all agree that Jesus died a notorious death, yet I found that I didn’t 

understand the extent of His shame. The truth of scriptural description was lost on 

me: ‘For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing...’ (1 

Corinthians 1:18). The cross was never foolishness to me. I saw it everywhere. It 

graciously adorned lofty steeples. In polished silver or burnished wood, it 

decorated the interiors of churches and other religious buildings. It hung in 

expensive jewelry around elegant necks. It graced the lapels of suits and marked 

the fancy stationary of big churches. It was sung about and proclaimed. People 

carried huge and heavy crosses for penance or publicity. The cross permeated my 

world. But it was never foolishness. How could it be? 

 

Then it occurred to me that I didn’t truly understand the cross, primarily because 

people don’t die on crosses in these days. Had Jesus come to this age, we would 

have treated him far more humanely. We would have electrocuted him or hanged 

him or gassed him or placed him before the firing squad or at least injected him 

with a lethal dose of drugs. 

  

Imagine the results of such a modern execution. I would now be collaring people 

on the streets and witnessing in this manner ‘Neighbor, my best friend just died in 

the electric chair for you. If you will believe this and take up your electric chair 

and follow me, you will be saved.’ Our great hymns would certainly be different. 

Can you hear us singing, ‘At the electric chair, at the electric chair, where I first 

                                                           
1  Leon Morris, Epistles To The Romans. (Grand Rapids: Michigan, Eerdman’s Publishing Company, 9140), p.178. 
2
 MacArthur, Romans 1-8, p. 208.  
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saw the light’? Or, ‘There’s room in the gas chamber for you’? Or, ‘Take up your 

firing squad and follow me’?  

 

We would become the laughingstock of the world. We would be embarrassed that 

our ‘hope’ had died so shamefully, even though we knew he had been resurrected. 

Such a death is really tough on our image of the cross. Let us paraphrase the 

Scripture and see how it sounds.  

 

‘Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom, but we preach Jesus 

electrocuted: a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles ...‘ (1 

Corinthians 1.22-23 - with apologies). ‘For I resolved to know nothing while I 

was with you except Jesus Messiah and Him electrocuted’ (1 Corinthians 2: 2- 

with apologies). 

 

If I were to identify with someone in their death, I would want it to be a heroic 

death worthy of medals of honor rather that the death of a common criminal. His 

“cup” was more than mere death, it was the shameful, degrading sentence that 

comes from carrying the sins, the crimes, the atrocities of all creation on His 

shoulders.
3
 

 

 Sin found its antidote in Christ. The Buddhist eight-fold path, the Hindu way of 

karma, the Jewish covenant, the Islamic code of law, the Taoist philosophy in its appeal 

to ecological concern, the philosophy of Confucius, each of these offers a way to earn 

approval. Only Christianity makes God’s grace unconditional. Bonhoeffer put it this way, 

“Cheap grace is the deadly enemy of our church. We are fighting today for costly grace”
4
 

Grace is costly because it condemns sin, and it is grace because it justifies the sinner. 

 Well did John Bunyan put it in the seventeenth century, “the Grace Abounding 

which He [God] gratefully extolled, is the grace to which we have all to trust.”
5
 Other 

religious systems teach some form of self-salvation through good works or religion. 

Religions outside the Bible tell man he must follow the letter of rules, and failure will 

bring him eternal rejection. For example, let’s look at the central teaching of the 

following religions: 

 

A Glance at the Central Teachings of Three Major Religious Groups 

 

 Islam: its founder is Mohammed the Prophet, born Ubu’I-Kassim in Mecca, AD 

570. Died in Medina, AD 632. Islam’s holy book is called the Koran. Its followers are 

called Muslims. They believe that every word in the Koran was literally dictated by Allah 

[God], and that its substance is eternal and uncreated. 

                                                           
3
 Gayle D. Erwin, The Jesus Style, (Dallas: Texas, Word Publishers, 1983), pp. 23-25.  

4
 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost Of Discipleship, (New York: New York, Rockefeller Center, Simon and Schuster, Publishers, 1959), 

p. 43.  
5
 John Bunyan, Grace Abounding, (Great Britain: United Kingdom, Word Publishers Limited, by Richard Clay Ltd., 1991), p.14. 

61
 The Koran. five rejection of the possibility of the “substitution of Christ,” are on pages 114 (liii.38), 176 (xxv. 18), 230 (xviì.15), 

274 (xxxix.7) and 429 (vi.164).  
62

 Ali, Abdullah Yusut translation and commentary on The Koran. 2 voIs., (Cario: Egypt, Published Dar Al-Kitab Al-Main, 33 Kasr 

El-Nil Street. 
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 One of the saddest features of Islam is that it rejects the Cross, declaring it 

inappropriate that a major prophet of God should come to such an ignominious end. The 

Koran sees no need for the sin-bearing death of a Saviour. The Koran declares five times 

that: “no soul shall bear another’s burden.” “If a laden soul cries out for help, not even a 

near relation shall share its burden.” “Each man shall reap the fruits of his own deeds,” 

even though Allah is merciful and forgives those who repent and do good. The Koran 

said the Jews “uttered a monstrous falsehood” when they declared “we have put to death 

the Messiah Jesus the son of Mary, the apostle of Allah,” for “they did not kill Him, nor 

did they crucify Him, but they thought they did”
6
 

 According to the meaning of the Koranic text translated and Commentary by 

Abdullah Yusuf Ali, in volume 2, Sura 39: 21 and 38.
7
 Mr. Ali commented on “common 

grace,” and he sought to link the words “mercy and grace” together. However, a careful 

study of the text will show he placed the Islamic understanding of “grace,” and “mercy” 

on the same level. What is this level? It is a level of performing good works. [I needed a 

full understanding of this, so I contacted Dr. Zaka]. 

 After consultation with Dr. Anees Zaka, who is from Egypt and speaks Arabic 

fluently, he said: “The word grace is never mentioned in the Koran, and Mr. Ali’s 

interpretation is incorrect. However, the biblical view of “common grace” is alluded to in 

Sura 39: 21, and it appeared as “favor.” [Telephone conversation with Dr. Anees Zaka, 

December 12
th

, 2002]. 

 The Koranic understanding of “favor” is very materialistic and is never 

redemptive. As a general principal, Islam is not a religion of redemption. A follower of 

Islam earns Allah’s favor through doing good works and being submissive. Islam, in it’s 

teaching sees no need of a Saviour and rejects the Work of Christ on the Cross. Islam has 

built its faith on a system of “work to earn your salvation,” in order to appease and be 

accepted by Allah. As a result, the Islamic faith rests on five pillars: 

 

1. Reciting the Shahada. Every day the Muslim must publicly affirm the 

monotheism of Allah and the prophetic status of Muhammad. 

2. Daily prayer looking toward Mecca where Muhammad is buried. Morning, late 

afternoon, sunset and before bedtime, all Muslims must say their prayers while 

kneeling with their foreheads touching the ground. 

3. Almsgiving (zakat). Charity was originally a voluntary act to aid the poor and 

purify one’s remaining material possessions. Today, the principle of donating 

one-fourth of one’s income has become an institutionalized tax in most Muslim 

countries. 

4. Fasting during the month of Ramadan. Between sunrise and sunset, no eating or 

drinking is permitted. 

5. The Hijj (pilgrimage to Mecca). Every Muslim must attempt to make this journey 

once in a lifetime as a deed to merit his salvation. Once there, he walks seven 

times around the kaaba (a cubical building housing a black stone).
8
 

  

                                                           
 
 
8
 Bob Larson, Larson’s Book Of Cults. (Wheaton: Illinois, Tyndale House Publishers, 1982), pp.106-107.  
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 Islam’s missing dimension is the Fatherhood of God. Through the work of 

Christ on the cross, the holy character of the grace of God is manifested.  If man could 

earn God’s favor through the merits of human works, then why did God give His Son to 

die on the cross almost six hundred years before Mohammed was born? 

 Hinduism: Has no founder or is any exact date of origin known. The precepts of 

Hinduism go back at least 4,000 or more years and have evolved over the years without a 

codified form. Its text’s is the Vedas, Upanishads, and other Sruti (revealed scriptures) 

plus the Samriti (traditional writings). Its holy book is the Bhagavad-Gita.  

 The Hindu worship is polytheistic and idolatrous and consists of many pagan 

forms. Their system of salvation is Karma, which is the practice of good works. Hindus 

cannot acknowledge their need for a Savior without repudiating their entire belief system. 

In a lecture before the Parliament of Religions in Chicago in 1983, Swami Vivekananda 

said, “The Hindu refuses to call you sinners. You are the children of God, the sharers of 

immortal bliss, holy and perfect beings. Ye divinities on earth, sinners? It is a sin to call a 

man a sinner.
9
 The Christian Philosopher, Frances Schaeffer understood Hinduism well 

and he wrote: 

 

“In Hindu thought one of the manifestations of God is Kali, a feminine 

representation of God with fangs and skulls hanging about the neck. Why do 

Hindus picture God this way? Because to them everything that exists now is a part 

of what has always been, a part of that which the Hindu would call “God,” and 

therefore cruelty is equal to non-cruelty. Modern humanistic man in both his 

secular and his religious forms has come to the same awful place. Both have no 

final way to say why one should choose non-cruelty instead of cruelty”
10

 

 

 The Hindus believe that each soul is an immortal pelt of the Universal Soul 

from which it came. Re-emergence into the Impersonal Absolute is the goal of each 

living creature. One must therefore choose the system of god-realization that will most 

expediently avoid the cycle of rebirth (reincarnation), and permit him to achieve oneness 

with God.
11

 The Hindu religion is built on a system of human works of merit in order to 

be acceptable by their many “gods.” Their system has no need for salvation and it is void 

of redeeming grace. 

 Buddhism: Founded by Sidhartha Gautama Buddha, born in 563 BC., in Nepal 

and died in 483 BC., in Kapilvastu, India. The accounts given of Buddha’s life are filled 

with facts and fables which are impossible to verify historically. So information obtained 

about his life is partly legendary. 

 Buddhism appears to be a simple system of belief. But in fact, it is one of the 

most complex of all Oriental faiths. The system teaches eight steps to salvation, and they 

are: (1) Right belief, correctly understanding the Four Noble Truths of illusion and 

superstition; (2) Right Resolve, maintaining pure motives; (3) Right Speech, speaking 

truthfully; (4) Right Conduct., choosing an occupation that harms no one; (6) Right 

Effort, seeking knowledge with self-control; (7) Right Thought, keeping an active self-

critical mind; and (8) Raja Yoga with earnest zeal. Buddha’s teachings are a system of 

                                                           
9
 Swami Vivekananda, as quoted by Stott in The Cross of Christ, p.162.  

10
 Francis A. Schaeffer, How Should We Then Live? (Wheaton: Illinois, Crossway Books Publishers, 1983), pp.177-178.  

11
 Larson, p. 81.  
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work void of any mercy and grace. 

 The followers of Buddhism are taught to pursue an Eight-fold Path to attaining  

Buddhahood: 

 

1. The state of Arahatship (being worth) contains thirty-seven precepts to be 

followed by the devout Buddhist. Twenty-nine of these are in addition to 

requirements of the Eight-fold Path. 

2. Five obstacles hinder one’s approach to enlightenment — sloth, pride, malice, lust 

and doubt. 

3. Three refuges must be affirmed by all who belong to the Sangha (brotherhood of 

monks): refuge in Buddha, the dharma. And the Sangha. They also must adhere to 

227 regulations which, among other things, forbid them to touch a woman (even 

their mother) or drink unstrained water (least they kill any living thing). 

4. Man has no soul but rather exists in Five Conditions: body, feeling, ideas, will 

and pure consciousness. 

5. Ten Commandments are propagated, the last five of which apply only to Sangha. 

These “shalt-nots” include: killing, stealing, adultery, lying, drinking intoxicating 

liquors, eating after midday, being present at dramatic or musical performance, 

applying personal adornment or perfume, sleeping on a comfortable bed, and 

owning silver or gold. 

6. Three Principles guide the Buddhist in his search for nirvana (an intricate system 

of rules and regulations): (1) The first principle designates thirty-one planes of 

existence, from Higher Spiritual Beings on down through humans and lower 

Beings -in-Torment (who endure an existence similar to Purgatory). (2) One 

karma determines his spiritual plane, though progression and retrogression are 

constant throughout successive transmigrations. (3) The third Principle promises 

“complete awareness” by practicing contemplation. The one who achieves this 

state is supposed to become immune to all feeling and emotion, including hate 

and love.”
12

 

 

 The teachings of Buddha seem far less credible than the truth of the Word of 

God. In the Bible there is a basis for morals, truth, grace, love, mercy, absolutes, a 

recognition of sin and suffering and a compass to judge right and wrong. There is no 

mention of redemptive grace or salvation from sin in Buddhism. It was Schaeffer who 

wrote, “All Eastern religions are built on no absolutes, non-truth and non-reason.”
13

  

 There is no mention of grace outside the Christian religion. There is no 

acceptance of the individual by a [god] without good deeds. There is no hope of 

deliverance or rescue from sin. But in Christ there is a difference; the individual is loved 

and accepted in spite of his or her sinful condition. Grace is offered freely in the Person 

of the Living and Eternal Christ, and good works will follow. 

 Every other religion, it seems, runs on a system of non-grace, or works which is 

different from obedience in faith and they insist that man earn his way. The Justice 

department, airline frequent-flyer programs, and mortgage companies cannot operate by 

grace. The government doesn’t know the meaning of the word. But the church is 

                                                           
12

 Larson, p. 83-84. 
13

 Schaeffer, p. 170-171.  
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different. God dispenses His grace through the redeemed - the church, the body of Christ. 

The church was chosen by God to dispense His grace to all the world (Eph. 2.1-15). No 

wonder God’s grace is so amazing. Grace costs nothing for the recipients but everything 

for the Giver. It is the high price of Calvary. 

  

CONCLUSION 

 

 All the principal contributors to the New Testament believed in the centrality of 

the cross of Christ, and their conviction was derived from the teachings of the Master 

Himself.  The early post-apostolic church, therefore, had a firm double base - in the 

teachings of Christ and His apostles - for making the cross the sign and symbol of 

Christianity. Church tradition proved this choice to be a faithful reflection of Scripture. 

 Where faith sees grace and glory, unbelief sees only disgrace. What was 

foolishness to Greeks and continues to be so to modern intellectuals, who trust in their 

own wisdom, is nevertheless the wisdom of God. And what remains a stumbling block to 

those who trust in their own righteousness, like the unbelieving Jews of the first century, 

proves to be the saving power of God (1 Cor. l.18-25). The redeeming work of Christ and 

the cross go together. God sacrificed Himself for man and put Himself where man 

deserved to be. 

 Other forms of religion - not to mention philosophy - deal with the problem of 

guilt apart from the intervention of God’s grace, and therefore, come to a cheap 

conclusion. But no one can escape the embarrassment of standing stark naked before 

God. It is of no use trying to avoid shame as Adam and Eve did in the garden. Man’s 

attempt at self-justification is as ineffectual as Adam and Eve using fig-leaves to cover 

their sins. But now, in Christ, the sinner can see himself and acknowledge his sins; and he 

can see Christ as the divine substitute, as the One who took on Himself our filth. 

Obedient sinners are clothed in God’s righteousness and grace which is in Christ Jesus (1 

Cor. 1.30). 


